




then select the bank you 
would like to overwrite 
by pressing the dial [B]. 

Once selected, the next 
step is to hold the tap 
switch [D] down for 
the entire duration you are 
selectingselecting step levels.

Stepped waveforms are created by capturing a 
sequence of fader levels. Firstly check the 
effect is enabled by pressing switch [C], 



Firstly enable the effect 
and select a bank, then 
begin by holding the 
control dial [B] down.





When the pedal is powered up the standard 
setting of the fader is 100% depth while 
positioned at the lowest point. As the fader level 
is raised it limits the lower range of the 
waveform. At the highest point the CV output is 
limited to a 5V flat line.  

             FADER LEVEL             FADER LEVEL

5V

0V

When the touch sensor is pressed the preset 
wave is flipped and the depth control behaves 
in the opposite way. At the 0% position the CV 
output is limited to 0V.
CheckCheck that the invert sensor is not enabled during 
recording by switching to standby and ensuring 
that the fader LEDs are not on.

5V

0V

0%

0%





 0     1     2    3 --> loop

TAP            WAIT        TAP
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This is a sub-division setting of 1/5 which means 
that if the tempo input is 60bpm this will 
translate to 300bpm. Releasing the tap switch  
will save your sub-division preference to memory.  

The sub-division setting can be between 1/1 - 1/8.  

TheThe length of a preset is also related to how the 
preset responds to the tap tempo switch. 

E.g. if you have a 4 beat preset and you use a 1/5 
sub-division setting to divide the 60bpm tap speed 
into the equivalent of 300bpm:

4 beat loop @ 60bpm = 15 times per minute
4 beat loop @ 300bpm = 75 times per minute 

IfIf the preset is longer the loop speed is slower.

20 beat loop @ 60bpm = 3 times per minute
20 beat loop @ 300bpm = 15 times per minute
   
A longer preset has more 
information to play 
though and takes a higher 
bpm to loop at the same 
rate but will retain a 
better resolution at 
slow end of the 
tempo range. tempo range.    

Each bank can have a 
different length making 
it possible to create a 
variation of responses 
across your presets.     

NUMBER OF BEATS
Recording Length 

1

2

3

4

5

B
A
N
K
S
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Some LW designs are stereo. This 
switch is used to run stereo 
audio into [1]/[4] using an 
insert cable or to utilise the 
I/O jack [2] as a secondary mono 
effect output/input.

[8] assigns the TRS/TS to expression 
and CV input. [9] toggles depth/speed.

[10] decides if the  wait level is 
from the preset start[off] or 
end[on] in manual mode.
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